Combined Error Adaptive Fuzzy–PI for Reducing DC Voltage Ripple in Three-Phase SPWM Boost Rectifier Under Unbalanced DGs System
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Abstract: Boost rectifiers are commonly used as the input for power inverters. The output voltage of the boost rectifiers should have high quality and precise value to enable the power inverters to achieve maximum performance. However, the grid occasionally supplied unbalanced voltage and current to the boost rectifiers so that the performance of the rectifiers is impaired. When unbalanced AC voltages occurred, the frequency of DC voltage ripples may become two times higher than the AC voltage frequency. The unbalance voltage and current may occur when the grid is supplied by several single-phase Distribution Generators (DGs) with varied capacities. This condition becomes more complicated if the DG is renewable energy in which the output power is intermittent. This study proposes a novel three-phase pulse-width modulated (PWM) boost rectifier control using Voltage Oriented Control (VOC) with a Combined error adaptive fuzzy-PI (CEAF). CEAF is a combination of the Delta error adaptive fuzzy (DEAF) and the Absolute error adaptive fuzzy (AEAF). DEAF is a self-tuning fuzzy-PI method that is generally used as an adaptive fuzzy controller with inputs of errors e(t) and delta error de(t). As for AEAF, it is a modified DEAF of which the inputs are the absolute values of e(t) and de(t). This adaptive Fuzzy-PI is used to determine \( K_p \) and \( K_i \) values that suit the needs, especially when the sources are fluctuating or unbalanced. The performance of the proposed controller is then compared with a conventional DEAF and with a well-adjusted PI controller. Based on the simulation in Matlab/Simulink, the proposed method would result in a significant reduction in DC voltage ripples and DC steady-state error when fluctuating, unbalanced voltages occur. The resulted ripple voltage decreases from 0.16% to become 0.12%. The steady-state error decreases from 0.27% to become 0.19%.
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1. Introduction

The application of Distributed Generators (DG) has been increasing rapidly in recent years, due to the development of renewable energy technologies, especially wind turbines and photovoltaics. DGs can have essential roles in supporting electric power systems. DGs improving power quality and reducing transmission and distribution costs[1–3]. On the other hand, solar and wind energy are intermittent because of natural conditions. Therefore, DGs based on solar and wind energy sources cannot always provide steady support to the distribution system.

Most traditional distribution systems have not been designed to well suit the DGs penetration. Therefore, high DGs penetration can raise problems in the distribution network, especially when the DGs connected to the network have varied capacities and types. A common problem is the unbalance in voltage and current. This unbalance causes adverse effects on electrical distribution systems and electronic equipment, such as rectifiers [4–8].

Three-phase boost rectifiers under ideal grid voltages shown in Fig. 1, can achieve constant DC voltage, a high power factor, and sinusoidal grid currents at the input side.
Several studies have proposed various control methods for controlling rectifiers such as direct power control (DPC) and voltage oriented control (VOC) [5, 9–14]. However, when the sources are unbalanced, control methods developed under balanced conditions are not effective. The grid currents will be strongly distorted. There will be oscillations or ripples in the DC bus voltages with high frequency, sometimes two times higher than the grid frequency [5]. DC voltage ripples emerge due to regular charging and discharging of capacitors, hence high-frequency currents would affect the life of the capacitors. The use of larger capacitance of the capacitors can reduce the DC voltage ripples [11], [15]. However, it is not cost-effective and it increases the weight and size of the equipment. Therefore, the development of power control methods in unbalanced network conditions has become an important topic in recent years.

DPC has recently been extended to control unbalanced grid voltage rectifiers. However, this method has the following disadvantages [16]:

1. The complexity of the control increases due to the need to calculate power compensation and to extract voltage and current into positive-negative sequences
2. The high sampling frequency is required because estimated values over time are not constant,
3. High inductance is needed due to the ever changing switching frequency,
4. Difficulties in designing input filters and power calculations during switching (errors) happen due to the non-constant switching frequency.

In contrast to DPC, VOC offers several advantages, including low sampling frequency for better performance and constant switching frequency that makes filter input design easier. However, in the classical VOC, voltage and current in a synchronous reference frame (dq) are controlled using a proportional-integral controller (PI). It is possible to achieve good steady-state output and fast dynamic response in VOC, but it requires a proper PI adjustment, especially if the sources are unbalanced and fluctuating as in DGs [16, 17].

The rectifier system proposed in this study is designed to use the adaptive fuzzy PI controller to avoid the PI tuning in changing conditions, especially during transients. A fuzzy logic control has benefits over a PI control because the former does not need a mathematical model whereas the former does. In addition, the former can operate better on non-linear systems than the latter. Some studies have used an adaptive fuzzy controller to control the rectifier. The method generally uses the error signal (e) and delta error signal (de) as input signals to determine the proportional constants of PI (Kp) and integral constants (Ki). In this paper, this adaptive controller is namely Delta error adaptive fuzzy (DEAF) [18–22].

Combined error adaptive fuzzy (CEAF) is a novel adaptive fuzzy method suggested in this study. CEAF is using a combination of two modified DEAFs. Each of DEAFs is responsible for determining the value of Kp and Ki independently. The response of the system equipped with the proposed controller to transient operations (start, reference changes, and DG supply changes) is observed and compared to the response of the system equipped with previous self-tuning fuzzy-PI control methods, DEAF, and the conventional PI controllers to check the effectiveness of the proposed controllers.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents our proposed method. Section 3 describes the design of optimization and control. Section 4 describes the results of the investigation and simulation. Finally, in Section 5, we present conclusions.

2. System description and modeling

The boost rectifier scheme under study is shown in Fig. 2. A series of filters consisting of inductances, L, and resistances, R, connect the rectifier to the network. ea, eb, and ec are source voltages, while the input currents are ia, ib, and ic, respectively. Each phase’s terminal voltages are va, vb, and vc, respectively. Va, C, and R are dc-link voltages, capacitance of the capacitor, and the load [16, 17].

Based on Fig. 2, the average three-phase rectifier model can be described as shown in (1) in the abc coordinates.

\[
L \frac{d}{dt} \begin{bmatrix} i_a \\ i_b \\ i_c \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} -R & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & -R & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & -R \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} i_a \\ i_b \\ i_c \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} e_a - v_{an} \\ e_b - v_{bn} \\ e_c - v_{cn} \end{bmatrix} \tag{1}
\]

and, the DC capacitor voltage is:

\[
C \frac{dv_{dc}}{dt} = \frac{1}{2} (\beta_a i_a + \beta_b i_b + \beta_c i_c) - \frac{v_{dc}}{R_L} \tag{2}
\]
where
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    v_{an} \\
v_{bn} \\
v_{cn}
\end{bmatrix} = \frac{V_{dc}}{6} \begin{bmatrix}
    2 & -1 & -1 \\
    -1 & 2 & -1 \\
    -1 & -1 & 2
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
    \beta_a \\
    \beta_b \\
    \beta_c
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Using the Park transformation, the rectifier model in Eqs. (1) and (2) can be represented in the synchronous dq frame Eq. (3).

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
e_d \\
e_q
\end{bmatrix} = L \frac{d}{dt} \begin{bmatrix}i_d \\
i_q
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}R & -\omega L \\
\omega L & R
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}i_d \\
i_q
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}v_{dn} \\
v_{qn}
\end{bmatrix} \tag{3}
\]

where \(e_d, e_q, i_d, \) and \(i_q\) are the input voltages and input currents of the rectifier, respectively, while \(v_{dn}\) and \(v_{qn}\) are the terminal voltages of the rectifier.

The dynamics of the DC output rectifier can be expressed through Eq. (4), where \(\beta_d\) and \(\beta_q\) are the modulation signals.

\[
C \frac{dV_{dc}}{dt} + \frac{V_{dc}}{R_L} = \frac{3}{4} (\beta_d i_d + \beta_q i_q) \tag{4}
\]

The power value on the rectifier, both the active power, \(P\), and the reactive power, \(Q\), are determined as Eqs. (5) and (6).

\[
P = \frac{3}{2} (e_d i_d + e_q i_q) \tag{5}
\]

\[
Q = \frac{3}{2} (e_d i_d - e_q i_q) \tag{6}
\]

By changing the d-axis vector of the network voltage (e.g. \(E_d = E\) and \(e_q = 0\)), Eqs. (5) and (6) becomes Eq. (7).

\[
P = \frac{3}{2} E i_d; Q = \frac{3}{2} E i_d \tag{7}
\]

For control purposes and grid synchronization, each of DC link voltage, input voltage, and input current are equipped with sensors. The control system used is a two-part VOC, namely: DC voltage regulator and current regulator, as shown in Fig. 3.

### 2.1 DC voltage regulator

To be able to generate a DC output voltage with a minimum ripple, \(i_d^*\) is needed to be adjusted when changing the system and the reference output voltage. For this reason, a voltage regulator with a circuit scheme is needed, as shown in Fig. 4. This figure shows the relationship between the values of \(K_i\) and \(K_p\), as shown in Eq. (8).

\[
i_d^* = K_p(V_{dc}^* - V_{dc}) + \int K_i (V_{dc}^* - V_{dc}) \, dt \tag{8}
\]

The primary function of the voltage regulator is to control the DC link voltage and to produce current reference \(i_d^*\) for the current regulator.

The PI is used in the conventional controller, with values of proportional gain, \(K_p\), and integral gain, \(K_i\), being constant during operation.

It is assumed that the DC voltage changes on a time scale slower than the current on the d-axis when designing boost rectifier controllers with high system dynamics. Therefore, the \(i_d\) current is able to track the reference current correctly. To design a DC voltage regulator to ensure the unity power factor condition (\(\Theta = 0\)), and based on Eq. (6), the reactive power component must be zero (\(i_q = 0\)).
2.2 Current regulator

It is not recommended to use a PI controller to control the boost rectifier for a system that is coupled, as shown in Eq. (3) because when a variable changes, the other variables will also change. They can not control themselves independently. The feedforward decoupling control must be run to be independently controlled using the PI controller. This is shown in Eq. (9), where \( K_{pc} \) and \( K_{ic} \) are, respectively, proportional and integral gains of the PI controllers.

\[
K_{pc}(i^*_q - i_q) + \int K_{ic}(i^*_q - i_q) \, dt = L \frac{di_q}{dt} + Ri_q
\]  

(9)

Upon decoupling, \( i_d \) and \( i_q \) values can be managed separately. Thus, changes in the value of active and reactive power can also be independently controlled. This can make the design of the current controller much easier with the control principle presented in Fig. 5.

The current regulator output signal is used to control switching semiconductors of boost rectifiers through SPWM. The signal is compared to the carrier signal, a triangular signal, to obtain a sequence of pulses. The resulting pulses are channeled into the switching circuit. \( Sa, Sh, \) and \( Sc \) stand for the switching state of each phase leg.

2.3 Phase-locked loop (PLL)

During the control of the boost rectifier, VOC uses the signal in dq reference frame. A three-phase synchronous reference frame loop-locked (SRF-PLL) is used in this paper to transform abc to dq and synchronize the boost rectifier.

SRF-PLL will approximate the network voltage phase and the output is the cosine and sine signal. To preserve the value of \( v_q \) to 0, PI controller is used. Thus, the phase can be effectively locked. Fig. 6 illustrates the SRF-PLL control theory [23, 24].

The advantage of using SRF-PLL relative to other PLLs is that it is simple to implement so that it can conserve digital resources and processing time.

2.4 Limitation

Based on Fig. 2, the minimum DC-link voltage is required if the boost rectifier is to operate appropriately and generate an undistorted current waveform output. In addition, the maximum DC output voltage value for rectifiers that use diode bridge circuits is line-to-line RMS voltage [16, 17]. The DC-link voltage, on the other hand, depends on the use of the chosen PWM system.
From this equation, we can get the maximum inductance value as

\[ L = \sqrt{\frac{v_2^2 - E_m^2}{\omega l_d}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (12)

\[ \Delta V = \frac{dV_{pp}}{V_a} \times 100\% \]  \hspace{1cm} (13)

3. Ripple minimization control

For some applications, a precise output voltage of a boost-rectifier is required. The difference in value affects equipment performance which uses a rectifier as a source of electricity, although the order is millivolt.

In situations of unbalanced network voltage and current due to DG fluctuations, special attention needs to be paid to the boost rectifier to operate properly. The boost rectifier operation depends on the control circuit structure being implemented. It also depends on the implemented control algorithm. The control algorithm, which works at unbalanced voltage changes, will encounter the following problems: DC-link oscillation, an unstable power factor, and three-phase current distortion.

It can be determined through the ripple ratio to find out the value of the voltage ripple. Ripple ratio \( R_v \) can be defined as the ratio of ripple amplitude \( \Delta V_{pp} \) (peak to peak) to the mean voltage \( V_a \), shown in (13) [25].

3.1 PI controller

Both of voltage regulator and current regulator in VOC are configured with PI controllers for excellent performance of DC voltage control. The primary function of a boost rectifier voltage regulator is to control the voltage of the DC-link and generate a current reference ID for the current regulator. To ensure the unity power factor, the reactive power of the voltage regulator must equal zero. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 displays a voltage regulator and current regulators based on PI controllers.

Nevertheless, when the voltage and the current of the sources are unbalanced due to fluctuations in DGs, the parameters of \( K_i \) and \( K_p \) in each regulator must be re-tuned so that the PI controller can function properly.

3.2 Adaptive fuzzy controller

An adaptive controller is required to overcome the weakness of the PI controller in anticipating changes in the fluctuation of the boost rectifier source. This study proposes to modify the use of the conventional PI by applying fuzzy logic. By applying fuzzy logic, the values of \( K_i \) and \( K_p \) need not be modified every time a change occurs. The controller is flexible with the use of a fuzzy logic controller (FLC) in adaptive Fuzzy-PI so that the system achieves high precision and good performance [19, 26, 27].

The advantage of an FLC over a PI controller is that FLC enables the inclusion of human deductive thinking in the control system. It makes the dependency on mathematical models is significantly reduced. Besides, FLC is also capable of controlling complex, nonlinear systems.

The structure of the FLC typically consists of four main sections, namely: fuzzification, rule-base, system of inference, and defuzzification, as shown in Fig. 8.

1. Fuzzification is a system input interface that uses fuzzy linguistic variables and membership functions to transform real data (crisp) into fuzzy sets.
2. Rule-base is a set of fuzzy IF-THEN rules that includes the premises and implications. These rules specify the behavior of the controller based on the conditions of the input.
3. Fuzzy inference system is related to the decision-making process for the implementation of rule bases. Mamdani system is used in the adaptive fuzzy system proposed in this study. This inference has fast response time and simplicity.
4. Defuzzification is the last step that is used to transform fuzzy inference results in an output that can be expressed in crisp logic. In other words, the defuzzification is the reverse process of the fuzzification. This step results in the most certain controller action.

The membership function and rule-base are vital to the process of fuzzification and defuzzification, especially for the performance of fuzzy control techniques.

We propose to use combined error adaptive fuzzy (CEAF) controller. This adaptive fuzzy-PI controller is used in both of current regulator and voltage regulators as shown in Fig. 7. Therefore, to effectively demonstrate the proposed boost-rectifier control strategy in minimizing the ripple voltage compared to the previous self-tuning method of self-tuning, delta fuzzy error (DEAF).

A. Delta Error Adaptive Fuzzy (DEAF)

DEAF is a self-tuning fuzzy method which is commonly used as a controller [18–22]. In recent engineering research, DEAF is used to optimize the
Table 1. Rule base of \( K_p \) using DEAF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( e )</th>
<th>( \Delta e )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>PB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>PS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>ZE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB</td>
<td>PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Rule base of \( K_i \) using DEAF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( e )</th>
<th>( \Delta e )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>PB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>PS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>ZE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB</td>
<td>PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Combined Error Adaptive Fuzzy (CEAF)

CEAF combines DEAF and absolute error adaptive fuzzy (AEAF). CEAF is thus expected to produce better and more accurate performance than the previous method. Every adaptive fuzzy is responsible for the constant PI. To regulate \( K_p \) controller uses DEAF, while AEAF regulates the \( K_i \) with absolute error input values, shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12.

The absolute error is the absolute difference between the reference voltage and the measured voltage for the voltage regulator. For the current regulator, absolute error is an absolute difference between the reference current and the measured
In balanced conditions, the grid and DG bus deliver equal power for each phase. The grid capacity is 200 kVA, and the DG sends power 20kW for each phase. The grid capacity is 200 kVA, and the DG sends power 20kW for each phase.

Based on Fig. 11, a CAEF controller can be mathematically expressed as:

\[ u(t) = u_p(t) + u_i(t) \]  

(19)

4. Simulation results and discussion

The proposed adaptive fuzzy was tested using the SPWM boost rectifier shown in Fig. 12 under balanced and unbalanced network conditions.

Single-phase DG with various capacities triggers an unbalanced grid. The voltage/current probe is used to measure the grid voltage, grid current, and DC bus voltage during the test. Table 4 lists the system and control parameters used in this paper, where the sampling time for Ts is 100 µs.

4.1 Balanced grid network

In balanced conditions, the grid and DG bus deliver equal power for each phase. The grid capacity is 200 kVA, and the DG sends power 20kW for each phase.
Table 4. Parameters of boost rectifier and DGs system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rectifier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated output voltage ($V_{DC}$)</td>
<td>700 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated input voltage ($V_{AN}$, $V_{BN}$, $V_{CN}$)</td>
<td>220 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input frequency</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductance ($L_f$)</td>
<td>0.3 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance ($R_f$)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DG bus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated input voltage ($V_{DG}$)</td>
<td>220 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated power (A, B, C)</td>
<td>fluctuating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated output voltage ($V_{AN}$, $V_{BN}$, $V_{CN}$)</td>
<td>220 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated power (3phase)</td>
<td>200 KVA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 15 DC voltage output under balanced grid/DG

Source voltage and source current of the boost rectifier is shown in Fig. 15. The boost rectifier with the PI controller has the highest overshoot during the transient phase at initialization, which is 850 volts. While overshooting is relatively the same for both adaptive fuzzy which is equal to 750 Volts.

Table 5. DC voltage under balanced grid condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage (volt)</th>
<th>Ripple (%)</th>
<th>Steady-state error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>max</td>
<td>min</td>
<td>mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>696.42</td>
<td>696.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEAF</td>
<td>697.74</td>
<td>698.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEAF</td>
<td>698.25</td>
<td>698.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The average DC voltage of three controllers tends to be the same under steady-state conditions. If those outputs are zoomed, however, the graph will become Fig. 16. CEAF's maximum steady-state output voltage is 698.6 volts whereas it is 698.1 volts and 696.8 volts for DEAF and PI controllers respectively.

The ripple ratio of the output voltage is measured with (13). The values of ripple voltages and steady-state errors of the controllers under balanced grid conditions are shown in Table 5.

Table 5 describes the comparison of the DC voltages as well as the ripples and steady-state errors of three control methods, namely PI, CEAF, and DEAF under balanced conditions. This table shows that the use of CEAF produced the lowest ripple voltage and steady state error.

4.2 Unbalanced grid

The DG deliver power to the grid with the following scenario:
1. on the initial conditions, the DG system inject 4.9 kW, 1.5 kW and 3 kW respectively for phase A, B, and C
2. when time $t = 0.030$ seconds: DG injected at phase A decreased at to 0.9 kW
3. when time $t = 0.060$ seconds: DG on phase B decrease from 1.5 kW to 1 kW
4. when time \( t = 0.10 \) seconds: DG on phase B becomes to initial condition, 1.5 kW
5. when time \( t = 0.115 \) seconds: 4 kW DG re-injected current to phase A
6. when time \( t = 0.150 \) seconds: 2 kW DG on phase C connected
7. at \( t = 0.200 \) seconds: the DC voltage reference changed from 700 volts to 800 volts

The plot in Fig. 17 shows the behavior of the current injected to the distribution network from the DG bus. The fluctuation of the supplied power, which is delivered by the DGs under the aforementioned scenario, results in the grid voltage and grid current profiles shown in Fig. 18 and Fig. 19, respectively.

Because of the fluctuating current injection, both the grid voltage and the grid current become fluctuating and unbalanced, as seen at the timesteps of 0.150 s to 0.200 s when the C-phase current of the DG increased from 9 A to 22 A (see Fig 17). Due to this increase, the transient grid voltage and current increased sharply before steady-state, as seen in Fig 18 and Fig 19). The voltage unbalance rose from 5% to 14% and then gradually decreased from 14% to 10%, whereas the current unbalance jumped from 2% to 31%, and then decreased gradually to about 2% again.

The changes in voltages and currents in the distribution system follows the change in DGs. This situation can happen in a weak distribution system. The changes in the current and the voltage in each phase result in a change of the extent of the unbalance. The extent of the voltage and current unbalance is determined based on the ANSI / IEEE Std 241-1990.

The performance of the proposed controller is observed in two conditions, namely in the transient and the dynamic condition.

### A. Transient Condition

The transient condition in this study occurs
Figure 20 DC output of boost rectifier: (a) transient condition, (b) zoomed transient condition during the boost rectifier starting. The results obtained under unbalanced network conditions from conventional PI controllers, DEAF and the proposed CEAF are shown in Fig. 20.

The voltage overshoot of DEAF is not significantly different from that of CEAF in the transient condition. As seen in Fig. 20, the overshoot is 740 volts. It is 5.71% higher than the reference voltage, which is 700 volts. On the other hand, the voltage overshoot of the PI controller is 850 volts, which is 21.43% higher than the reference voltage.

The settling time of DEAF and CEAF is shorter than that of PI controller. Each of DEAF and CEAF controllers needs 0.017 s to reach the steady-state condition, whereas the PI controller needs 0.021 s.

B. Dynamic Response

Fig. 21 and 22 display dynamic responses when the DG output changes in each phase to three methods. The DC voltage performance of the proposed method is much lower than the other two methods, even in dynamic processes. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method in terms of steady-state response and dynamic processes.

Fig. 21 shows some of the dynamic responses. The initial response to the current changes that occur each phase from the steady-state. Phase C experiences an increase in current in the 0.115 second due to 4kW injection by DG.

When the reference DC voltage changes from 700 volts to 800 volts, as shown in Fig. 22, each of the controllers needs 0.01 seconds to reach a steady-state condition. A drawback of CEAF controllers is its high overshoot relative to DEAF controllers. As shown in Fig. 22, the highest overshoot of 820 volts occurs when the CEAF is used in the system, whereas the overshoot in the case of DEAF and PI is 813 volts and 801 volts, respectively. Thus, the CEAF overshoot is at least seven volts higher than that of DEAF and PI.

C. Steady-state Condition

The results obtained under unbalanced network conditions from conventional PI controllers, DEAF and the proposed CEAF are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The network's voltage and the current difference is 60% with a 700 Volts reference output voltage.

Table 6 shows the comparison of the DC voltages as well as the ripples and steady-state errors of three control methods, namely PI, CEAF, and DEAF under unbalanced conditions.

The simulation results of boost rectifiers equipped with each type of controller (CEAF, DEAF,
and PI) over transient and steady-state conditions period are shown in Fig 24.

![Figure 22 DC voltage of boost rectifier on the dynamic condition under increased DC reference of 800 volts and unbalanced AC sources](image)

![Figure 23 DC voltage of boost rectifier on steady-state condition](image)

Table 6. DC voltage under unbalanced condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage (volt)</th>
<th>Ripple (%)</th>
<th>Steady-state error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>max</td>
<td>min</td>
<td>mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>696.34</td>
<td>697.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEAF</td>
<td>697.48</td>
<td>698.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEAF</td>
<td>698.15</td>
<td>699.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The simulation results of the boost rectifiers equipped with PI, DEAF, and CEAF controllers show that the use of CEAF produced the lowest ripple voltage, which was 0.12%. It was 0.04 percentage point decrease compared to the produced ripples in DEAF case. The response time in CEAF case was shorter than that in DEAF case by 0.08 percentage point. These results imply that CEAF controllers are more effective and more accurate than DEAF and PI controllers for boost-rectifiers. The difference is due to differences in each controller's characteristics.

The CEAF controller has the most advantages compared to other types of controllers. It can adapt to both the balanced and fluctuating unbalanced system, so it is able to follow the changes faster with minimum ripple voltage and smaller steady-state error.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we show that the optimization method of the adaptive fuzzy-PI controller system is successfully implemented to boost rectifiers. The simulation of three different controllers, namely PI, DEAF, and CEAF, has been carried out at both a balanced and fluctuating unbalanced weak distribution system. The results show that, in comparison with PI and DEAF, the CEAF produces the smallest steady-state error and lowest ripple voltages of the DC voltage. CEAF reduces the
steady-state error from 0.28% to become 0.21% when the Distributed Generation (DG) system is in a balanced condition, and from 0.27% to become 0.19% when the DG system is fluctuating and unbalanced. As for the ripple voltages, CEAF reduces them 0.04 percentage points to become 0.12% when the DG system is fluctuating and unbalanced.

In this research, future work will concentrate on using the proposed method to implement a boost rectifier as a DC source inverter to solve unbalanced problems in the DG system.

Notations

\( DG \) \quad \text{Distributed generation} \\
\( V_{dc} \) \quad \text{DC voltage} \\
\( v_{an} \), \( v_{bn} \), \( v_{cn} \) \quad \text{phase to neutral AC voltage of three phase system} \\
\( i_a \), \( i_b \), \( i_c \) \quad \text{AC source current for each phase} \\
\( v_a \), \( v_q \) \quad \text{source voltage in dq reference frame} \\
\( i_a \), \( i_q \) \quad \text{source current in dq reference frame} \\
\( B \) \quad \text{modulation signal} \\
\( R_c \) \quad \text{ripple ratio} \\
\( X_p \) \quad \text{DEAF output of the CEAF} \\
\( X_i \) \quad \text{AEAF output of the CEAF} \\
\( LR_a \) \quad \text{learning rate constant of DEAF for} \\
\( K_a \) \quad (a = 1,3,5) \\
\( LR_b \) \quad \text{learning rate constant of AEAF for} \\
\( K_i \) \quad (a=2,4,6)
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